Research on the bilingual lexicon has uncovered fascinating interactions between the lexicons of the native language and of the second language in bilingual speakers. In particular, it has been found that the lexicon of the underlying native language affects the organisation of the second language. In the spirit of interpreting current distributed representations, this paper investigates two models of cross-lingual word embeddings, comparing them to the shared-translation effect and the cross-lingual coactivation effects of false and true friends (cognates) found in humans. We find that the similarity structure of the cross-lingual word embeddings space yields the same effects as the human bilingual lexicon.
Introduction
Research on the bilingual lexicon has uncovered fascinating interactions between the L1 (native language) and L2 (second language) lexicons showing that both production and comprehension coactivate lexical items in both languages, indicating that bilinguals store lexical representations from their native and their second language in the same space (Kroll and Dijkstra, 2012; Williams, 2014) . 1 This paper presents the first bilingual investigation of models of cross-lingual word embeddings and asks whether the bilingual spaces they define 1 Throughout this paper, and following the current literature on the topic, we use the term 'bilingual' loosely, to refer to any speaker of more than one language. Although there has been much research on all aspects of bilingualism, and at all stages of proficiency, the effects we model here have been found in experiments testing speakers who began to learn their second language after their first, usually in a school context, and who are at an advanced level of proficiency. The form German-English below will indicate, for example, a native speaker of German who learnt English as a second language (Williams, 2014). have similar properties to the human bilingual lexicon. Among the many questions and results in the vast bilingualism literature, we concentrate on coactivation effects in items with shared translations. We also study interference or facilitatory effects in form-meaning mapping, the case of false friends, words that share form but differ in meaning across the two languages, and true friends, words that share both form and meaning. We find that the similarity structure of cross-lingual word embeddings matches well with known experimental findings of the human bilingual lexicon.
The structure of the bilingual lexicon
The core findings about the bilingual lexicon confirm that the two languages occupy an integrated space and they interact with each other (Wolter, 2001) . For example, both in the monolingual and bilingual lexicon the best predictor of the time to recognise a word is the number of similarly spelled words, within and across languages (Johnson and Pugh, 1994; van Heuven et al., 1998) . 2 This implies that, functionally, the bilingual lexicon is an integrated system. Specifically, it has been proposed that languages do not simply share graphemes or phonemes, but that the lexicon, monolingual, bilingual or multi-lingual, is a space of distributed word representations where word forms from different languages map onto a common abstract conceptual code (Van Hell and de Groot, 1998) . This general structural and functional assumption explains many findings. We concentrate here on two sets of coactivation effects.
The shared translation effect
Polysemous words that have many translations, such as English bank translated as banca (financial institution) or riva (river bank) in Italian, coactivate the correspondences for all the word senses, with various effects. One-to-many translations have been shown to slow down acquisition and processing for Italian-English bilinguals (Degani and Tokowicz, 2010) , and to slow down response times of German-English speakers in anomaly detection tasks (Elston-Güttler and Williams, 2008) . 3 We are mainly interested in the result of Degani et al. (2011) , as it concerns similarity spaces in shared translations. Degani et al. (2011) asked Hebrew-English bilinguals to rate the semantic relatedness of English word pairs that shared a translation in Hebrew (e.g., tool and dish both translated into Hebrew kli). Compared to both English pairs with different Hebrew translations, and to ratings by monolingual English speakers, bilinguals judged shared-translation pairs as more related in meaning (the shared-translation effect). 4
Form-meaning mappings in translation
Competition (and facilitation) effects have been found both in comprehension and production depending on convergence and divergence of formmeaning mappings in translation. Recall that false friends are cross-linguistically similar in form but not in meaning, such as the English-Italian estate, which in Italian means summer, and true friends are words that share both (orthographic or phonological) form and meaning, such as English-French glucose or danger, in translation.
False friends effect In a cross-modal picture decision task, Weber and Cutler (2004) find that Dutch-English speakers are slower in matching an English word (desk) with the corresponding picture if the target picture's word form matches the Dutch form of one of the alternative pictures (deskel = lid). It should be noted, however, that 3 German-English speakers, compared to monolingual English speakers, are slower in recognising, for example, that the word bubble is infelicitous in contexts where the word blister is required, due to the fact that these two words are translated as the same word Blase in German. 4 Notice that this effect is robust as it was also replicated for English-Hebrew bilinguals, who learned Hebrew as an L2. Moreover, Degani et al. (2011) used as stimuli semantically unrelated word pairs, extending previously established results for sense-related words, such as home-house (Jiang, 2002) . while the decision time was slower, the decision accuracy was not. Bilingual speakers do know which is the right word-picture match and perform accurately. Also, for English-Dutch false friends like rust (rest in Dutch) lexical decision times are slower than expected, if the list in which they are embedded also contains words from the other language Smits et al., 2006) .
True friends effects In recognition, Dutch-English bilinguals performing a lexical decision task in English were found to be faster than expected for words like type, a near true friend with a slight difference in pronunciation (Dijkstra et al., 1999; Smits et al., 2006; Dijkstra et al., 2010) . Similar cognate facilitation effects also occur in production tasks, such as picture-naming. If an advanced Catalan-Spanish bilingual is asked to name pictures in Spanish, they are faster to do so for true friends such as gato (gat in Catalan 'cat') than for non-cognates. The effect, although smaller, can also be obtained when pictures are to be named in the L1 (Costa et al., 2000) . Similar effects have also been obtained for Japanese-English bilinguals, despite the difference in the scripts (Hoshino and Kroll, 2008) .
Predictions
In this work, we ask if the structure of crosslingual word embeddings spaces have the properties that would be expected given human bilingual behaviour. Assuming the distributed, integrated model of the lexicon proposed in the bilingualism literature, the underlying linking hypothesis is that coactivation effects (whether expressed as similarity judgments or measured as reaction times) are the expression of greater or smaller proximity in a multi-dimentional space. On this basis, several hypotheses are proposed. The first hypothesis aims to establish whether cross-lingual word embeddings are sensitive to a bilingual situation and generate an integrated cross-lingual space. Secondly, we test if cross-lingual word embeddings show the shared-translation effect. Finally we test the cross-linguistic competition/priming of lexical forms from the L1 to the L2 language, comparing cross-lingual to monolingual spaces in true friends and false friends scenarios.
We will often talk about a word and its translation. By this term, we mean the pair of words that a bilingual dictionary would indicate as equivalent lexical entries, a translations pair.
The integrated bilingual lexicon
We test the idea that the bilingual lexicon is an integrated system by looking at effects of such a system in one-to-one mappings and one-to-many mappings.
The simplest and most basic prediction that a model of the integrated bilingual lexicon needs to be able to confirm is that words in the bilingual lexicon are "closer" to each other than word mappings across two aligned mono-lingual lexicons.
HYPOTHESIS 1 Given an L1 word w 1 and its translation w 2 in L2, the similarity between the word embeddings pair in a cross-lingual space (w cr 1 , w cr 2 ) is higher than their similarity between their aligned monolingual counterparts
The second prediction is based on the finding of shared translations, where a shared translation in L1 affects L2 similarity judgments. HYPOTHESIS 2 Given an L1 word w 1 and its translations w 2a and w 2b in L2, the similarity between the cross-lingual embeddings of the translation pair will be greater than the similarity between their monolingual counterparts.
Form-meaning competitions in the biligual lexicon
The following experiments investigate the competition faced by words with a high level of lexical similarity. Simplifying, words across two languages can be similar in form or meaning, or both or neither. For the following predictions, then, we define five different types of word pairs. Examples are shown in Figure 3 . FALSE FRIENDS: words that share the same form, but are semantically different. REAL TRANSLATIONS of the false friends: the real L2 translations of the L1 word that also has a false friend. TRUE FRIENDS: words sharing form and meaning. NORMAL TRANSLATIONS: words semantically equivalent, but with a different form. UNCORRELATED WORDS: words lexically and semantically uncorrelated.
False and true friends coactivation In bilingual speakers, false friends show an inhibitory effect of the L1 meaning in L2 tasks, but they do not affect the final accuracy of the task completion. Consequently, in our cross-lingual vectorial space, false friends should not have higher similarity score than their real translations, but they should be included in the top translations, i.e. the difference in similarity score between the real translation and the false friends should be smaller than the difference between the real translations and other words (appropriately matched to the false friends). This in turn can be demonstrated by two expected inequalities: false friends are not closer than real translations but false friends are significantly more similar than (matching) uncorrelated words. Precisely, given an L1 word w 1 , and its real L2 translation w 2 and the false friend w 2ff in crosslingual space, we expect the similarity score between the pair (w 1 , w 2 ) not to be lower than the similarity score between the pair (w 1 , w 2ff ).
HYPOTHESIS 3 Real translations have a better or equal similarity score than their corresponding false friends.
Moreover, false friends (w 1 , w 2ff ) have a similarity score that is higher than uncorrelated words (w 1 , w 2nc ). This is because the false friends pair (w 1 , w 2ff ) shares similarity of form even if it is, in fact, semantically uncorrelated.
HYPOTHESIS 4 False friends have a better similarity score than pairs with no correlation.
Lexical similarity can also work in the opposite direction. L1 words that are similar to the L2 word both in form and meaning, true friends, have been shown, in bilinguals speakers, to facilitate tasks in L2. In cross-lingual word embeddings, we expect that true friends (w 1tf , w 2tf ) have a higher similarity score than normal translation pairs (w 1n , w 2n ), whose interaction is not enhanced by lexical or morphological resemblances.
HYPOTHESIS 5 True friends have a better similarity score than normal translation pairs.
HYP. 1 Cross-lingual word embeddings pairs are more similar than their aligned monolingual counterparts
HYP. 2 For two L2 words sharing a translation in L1, crosslingual word embeddings are more similar than monolingual word embeddings
HYP. 3 Real translations are more similar than their corresponding false friends
HYP. 4 False friends are more similar than uncorrelated pairs sim(w 1 , w 2ff ) > sim(w 1 , w 2nc ) HYP. 5 True friends are more similar than normal translation pairs
HYP. 6 Normal translation pairs are more similar than real translations of false friends Another hypotheses can also be formulated that follows logically from these preceding ones. Consider the pair (w 1 , w 2 ) where w 2 , as seen before, is the real translation of w 1 in a pair that also has a false translation. In this case, it is important to remember that w 1 has a false friend w 2ff , so we know that accessing w 2 is more effortful since, for a bilingual speaker, w 2ff will also be activated. Consequently, we can assume that a normal pair of words (w 1n , w 2n ), a pair of translated words that have no false friend, are closer in space than (w 1 , w 2 ) precisely because (w 1n , w 2n ) is not inhibited by a false translation as in the case of (w 1 , w 2 ).
HYPOTHESIS 6 Normal translation pairs have a higher similarity score than real translations of false friends.
The predictions are summarised in Figure 1 . If confirmed, they give us a fairly detailed view of the structure of the lexicon conceived as a multidimensional, integrated multilingual space. In particular, they inform us on the respective importance of formal and meaning properties of words in this cross-lingual similarity space.
Experiments 1 and 2
We test our hypotheses using two different crosslingual word embeddings models. (The numbering of the experiments corresponds to the numbering of the hypotheses.)
One model is VECMAP, a word-level crosslingual word embedding method, developed by Artetxe et al. (2018) , which offers different op-translation pairs shared translation pairs wood-legno legno bosco wood-bosco grade-grado grado voto grade-voto block-blocco blocco ceppo block-ceppo blocco bloccare block-bloccare blocco ostacoalre block-ostacolare ceppo bloccare ceppo ostacolare tions, ranging from fully supervised to weakly supervised or unsupervised, the state-of-the-art for bilingual lexicon induction. This method, unlike other models, does not use an existing dictionary for initialization. The values of the word vectors in both the source and the target distribution are sorted, vectors that have similar permutations are identified as possible translations and are used to initialize a dictionary that is then further improved by self-iterative training.
We also test M2VEC, a weakly-supervised, concept-based adversarial model (Wang et al., 2019) . This method is based on the idea that languages use similar words to express similar concepts (Søgaard et al., 2015) . The adversarial training uses concepts, drawn from Wikipedia, rather than words, to learn competitive cross-lingual word embeddings. The alignments are learnt by a generative adversarial networks (GAN) adapted to the cross-lingual mapping objective. TRANSLATIONS  TRUE FRIENDS  NORMAL TRANSLATIONS UNCORRELATED PAIRS  arrange arrangiare arrange disporre  family  famiglia  jam  marmellata  arrange  tagliare  arrange sistemare  fantastic fantastico january gennaio  attend  guardare  arrange organizzare  future  futuro  journey viaggio  attic  luna  attend attendere attend frequentare  general  generale  keep  tenere  attitude  canale  attend assistere  generation generazione kind  tipo  barrack  tazza  bald  baldo  bald  calvo  guide  guida  leave  partire  brave  forchetta  bald  pelato  historial storica  light  luce  camera  traduzione  brave bravo  brave coraggioso  industry industria  mean  significare  caution  muro  brave valoroso  local  locale  mood  umore  code  pistola  canteen cantina  canteen mensa  melody  melodia  overview panoramica  confetti  vitamine  canteen borraccia minor minore pattern modello confidence treno Figure 3 : Sample of five word pair types used in experiments 3, 4, 5, and 6.
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Data
Word-embeddings data For training VECMAP, we use the English-Italian portion of the data used in Artetxe et al. (2018) , which is based on the dataset described in Dinu et al. (2015) . 
Results
The results are shown in Table 1 . Recall the two hypotheses, hypothesis 1 and hypothesis 2 summarised in Figure 1 . The results confirm both hypotheses for both cross-lingual models and are statistically significant under a one-tailed pairwise t-test with α = 0.25. Cross-lingual word embeddings have a higher mean similarity score than aligned monolingual word embeddings. Also, cross-lingual word embeddings, like humans, show a sharedtranslation effect. Both cross-lingual models show higher mean similarity scores for L2-words that share a common L1 source than the monolingual model.
Experiments 3, 4, and 6
The next four experiments test whether the hypotheses concerning true and false friends in word embeddings are confirmed. The numbering of the experiments corresponds to the numbering of the hypotheses.
Data
Word embedding data In this set of experiments, we use the same data from the previous two experiments (the dataset described in Dinu et al. (2015) ) with the addition of the FastText pretrained word embeddings for English and Italian (Bojanowski et al., 2017) . 10 These publicly available vectors are obtained by a 5-word window, for 300 resulting dimensions, on CommonCrawl and Wikipedia data using the Skip-gram model. Every word is represented as an n-grams of characters, for n training between 3 and 6. Each n-gram is represented by a vector and the sum of these vectors forms the vector representing the given word. So we have three cross-lingual models: two versions of VECMAP, one trained on CBOW (wordlevel) and the other on FastText (character-level), and the concept-based adversarial model M2VEC, which also uses character-based FastText representations. The inclusion of FastText embeddings is important for these experiments, as the embeddings need to be sensitive to character-level sequences to detect similarity of form in false and true friends. VECMAP was used to obtain the cross-lingual word embeddings. Having two versions of VECMAP, one that use Skip-gram and one that uses CBOW is based on their different performance on rare words. The CBOW model predicts a word from its context and is better in accuracy for frequent words, but encounters problems with rare words, while the Skip-gram model predicts the context from a target word, and so has good representation of rare words or phrases (Mikolov et al., 2013a,c) . In the figures they will be indicated, respectively, as Vecmap, FastText and Concepts.
Word lists
The data required for the following experiments comprise five lists of word pairs, defined in section 3.2: false friends, real translations, true friends, normal translations and uncorrelated words. Examples are shown in Figure 3 and the complete lists are available in the appendix, with their similarity scores.
These word lists have been constructed from various online resources, adding also words that were found serendipitously by the authors in different texts. 11 The normal translations and uncorrelated word pairs were built by one of the authors. 10 https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText 11 The false friends list was built starting from http://www.lifemilan.it/en/ false-friends-a-must-learn-list/ and https://www.reference.tjtaylor.net/ false-friends/.
The true friends list was started from https://takelessons.com/blog/ italian-grammar-cognates-z09. Normal translations were selected by the bilingual dictionary excluding those that had true or false friends. The uncorrelated words were selected ensuring that they were entirely uncorrelated. They were validated with the help of the Cambridge Bilingual dictionary, 12 where each translation of each pair of words was checked to ensure correctness and complete disjunction in meaning. The online English-Italian dictionary was not comprehensive: not all the meanings were reported, unlike the English-Spanish or English-French dictionaries. Therefore, sometimes a false friend was not reported by the English-Italian dictionary, but was found with the help of the other bilingual dictionaries.
Once the lists were constructed, we run an interjudge agreement validation. The words were shuffled and the two authors, who master both languages well, classified them in the five types discussed above. Cohen's Kappa was 94.6, showing very high agreement. Fractional numbers were distributed in the few cases of multiple classification by one or both judges. The main source of disagreement were those words that are, at the same time, false friends and true friends depending on the context. The inter-judge agreemeent table is shown in Table 2 .
As can be seen in Figure 3 , the real translations list (151 pairs of words) is larger than the false friends list (97 pairs of words) due to the different meanings that an L1 word can have in L2.
As for the uncorrelated list, the same L1 words from the false friends list have been used for a direct comparison between the false friends similarity and the uncorrelated words similarity. Since the real translations list contains the largest number of pairs, for the comparison between real translations and normal translations, the real translations have been sampled to have equal size.
Results
As shown in the Figures 4 to 7 , overall the three methods are consistent as they show the same pattern of results. In terms of cosine similarity, the Vecmap+FastText word embeddings tend to have higher means than the other methods.
HYPOTHESIS 3 The first hypothesis concerning false friends -real translations have a better similarity score than their corresponding false friends-is confirmed. Figure 4 shows a cosine similarity that is 0.2 points higher for real translations pairs (p < 0.0001 in all three cases for a paired one-tailed t-test).
HYPOTHESIS 4 Based on the scores shown in Figure 5 , the second hypothesis concerning false friends is also confirmed. False friends are significantly more similar in the cross-lingual space than uncorrelated words, as the similarity scores for false friends, in all three systems, are higher by more than 0.2 points (p < 0.0001 in all three cases).
HYPOTHESIS 5 The hypothesis that true friends have a better similarity score than normal translation pairs is also confirmed. Figure 6 shows that the mean true friends similarity is higher than the mean similarity of the normal translations (p < 0.001 in all three cases).
HYPOTHESIS 6 The hypothesis that normal pairs of words have a higher similarity score than real translations of false friends is confirmed, see Figure 7 . The mean similarity score for real translations is lower than the mean score for normal translations. This difference is statistically significant for Vecmap and FastText (p < 0.01). For the concept-based system, on the other hand, we do not have enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis as p > 0.025 and T(296)<t-value. Thus, in this case, we must conclude that the normal translations are as similar as the real translations. BONFERRONI CORRECTION As Hypotheses 3 and 4, hypotheses 3 and 6 and hypotheses 5 and 6 use the same data (respectively false friends, real translations and normal translations), we run the Bonferroni correction not to incur in α inflation. All hypotheses are further confirmed, except for hypothesis 6 where the concept-based system again shows a non-significant result (Bonferroni correction higher than α (0.106>0.025)).
Discussion
Cross-lingual word embeddings show a lexical structure matching the bilingual lexicon for the three properties that we tested.
They are an integrated multi-lingual space and exhibit the shared-translation effect. This suggests that the initial monolingual embeddings, in our case the Italian ones, are affected by the crosslingual mapping as word vectors are changed to accommodate cross-lingual interactions. Intuitively, this is similar to the behavior of bilinguals when they gradually learn a new language and semantic links are created by associating the new words to an existing one in their native language.
Cross-lingual word embeddings did not show interference effects of false friends. They are not as affected by the lexical or morphological level when there is a semantic correlation between words. However, false friends show more similarity than uncorrelated words, showing that, like for humans, they have a different status from orthographically and semantically uncorrelated words. True friends in cross-lingual space behave like the lexicon of bilinguals, when the semantic, lexical and morphological level are aligned.
The last hypothesis shows varying results, as only two systems accept the bilingual hypothesis: Vecmap and FastText have a higher similarity score for normal translations, confirming the assumption that real translations are inhibited by false friends. Notice that this result argues again that cross-lingual word embeddings are indirectly affected by false friends, as there is no other difference between real translations and normal translations. Interestingly, on the other hand, the concept-based system is not sensitive to the indirect effect of false friends in the cross-lingual space. This is not unexpected as the concept-based model is less affected by surface form. The difference between word-based models and the conceptbased model could yield an hypothesis to be tested for the human lexicon with precise underlying formal models.
Because our predictions are confirmed, they also confirm that the similarity structure defined by current cross-lingual word embedding models is promising as a view of the structure of the lexicon conceived as a multi-dimensional, integrated multilingual space. In particular, our results inform us on the respective importance of formal and meaning properties of words in this crosslingual similarity space. Notice that the pairwise results described so far define, by transitivity, a total order of similarity: true friends > normal translations > real translations > false friends > uncorrelated pairs. True friends match both in form and meaning, normal and real translations match only in meaning, and false friends match only in form. Thus, this order clearly indicates that while both form and meaning matter, similarity based on meaning is more important that similarity based on form.
Related work
The related work for the investigation reported here comprises work on the human bilingual lexicon, cross-lingual word embeddings models and computational models of the bilingual lexicon. As the relevant work on the first topic has already been discussed, we concentrate here on the latter two.
Vectors of words that are semantically or syntactically similar have been shown to be close to each other in the same space (Mikolov et al., 2013a,c; Pennington et al., 2014) , making them widely useful in many natural language processing tasks such as machine translation and parsing (Bansal et al., 2014; Mi et al., 2016) , both in a single language and across different languages. Mikolov et al. (2013b) first observed that the geometric positions of similar words in different languages were related by a linear relation. Zou et al. (2013) showed that a cross-lingually shared word embedding space is more useful than a monolingual space in an end-to-end machine translation task. However, traditional methods for mapping two monolingual word embeddings require high quality aligned sentences or dictionaries (Faruqui and Dyer, 2014; Ammar et al., 2016) .
Reducing the need for parallel data, then, has become the main issue for cross-lingual word embedding mapping. Methods that rely on sentencealignments and also document-alignments have been proposed. Hermann and Blunsom (2014) present a method that, given enough data, train bilingual word embeddings from a sentence-aligned corpus. Luong et al. (2015) propose a model, BiSkip, that takes as input a parallel corpus with both sentence and word-level alignment. Unlike other methods, BiSkip tries to learn not only target word representations from source words but also source word representations from target words. Vulic and Moens (2016) induces bilingual word embeddings from document-aligned comparable data that have been merged and shuffled producing a pseudo-bilingual document.
Some recent work aiming at reducing resources has shown competitive cross-lingual mappings across similar languages, using a pseudodictionary, such as identical character strings between two languages (Smith et al., 2017) , or a simple list of numerals, thanks to a self-learning iterative framework (Artetxe et al., 2017) . Furthermore, as indicated in section 4, Artetxe et al. (2018) extend their self-learning framework to unsupervised models, and build the state-of-the-art for bilingual lexicon induction. Another weaklysupervised model is proposed by Wang et al. (2019) , a weakly-supervised concept-based adversarial method, used in our experiments, as also indicated in section 4.
Several computational models of human bilingualism exist, see Li (2013) for an overview. More relatedly to the current work that uses distributional approaches, aspects of the bilingual lexicon have been proposed for word associations (Matusevych et al., 2018) . These associations are different in bilingual and monolingual speakers. For example, cognates, collocations and phonological responses are produced more frequently by nonnative speakers. This work proposes a model of word association in bilinguals, implemented as a semantic network paired with a retrieval mechanism. Computational models of the influence of the native language on second language learning have also been investigated in Matusevych (2016) , specifically for argument structure.
Conclusion
In the spirit of better understanding distributed representations and how well they match what we know about the structure and processing of language in humans (Linzen et al., 2016) , this paper investigates two models of cross-lingual word embeddings comparing them to the shared translation effect and cross-lingual coactivation effects involving true and false friends found in humans.
We find that predictions about cross-lingual word embeddings are mostly confirmed, making them promising functional models of at least some aspects of the bilingual lexicon, despite their structural simplicity.
